
HOT GLOVES FOR COLD WEATHER 
 
With arctic temperatures blanketing much of the country, having the right pair of gloves is 
essential. The kinds of gloves you wear can make a world of difference.   
 
Lifestyle expert Jenn Falik stopped by The Early Show with a look at gloves that are functional 
and fashionable. 
 
FAMILY 
Oeuf Squeeze-me Mittens- $52 at www.oeufnyc.com  
Two mittens in one, these are a pair of adult-sized mittens with a pair of kid-sized mittens sewn 
on.  These are hand knit by a collective of Bolivian women, helping to sustain a whole community. 
 

 
 
Lands’ End Washable Suede Gloves- $25.50 at landsend.com (JENN- they are on route) 
These have a fleece lining for added warmth, and can be thrown in the wash as often as needed- 
no more living with muddy snow stains! 

 
 
Little MissMatched PopTop Gloves- $18 
They come in sets of three, and you can mix and match them- safety net if you lose one. 
 

 
 
FASHION 
Alice + Olivia Scrunch Knit Gloves- $98 at alice + olivia stores.  
Super warm and super fashionable, these look great with bracelet length coats and keep your 
entire arm warm. 
 

 
 
Lauren Urstadt leather fingerless gloves-$ 115 at www.laurenurstadt.com  



Very on trend- celebs love this style- and they keep your hands super warm. Can layer under a 
bracelet-length top for a warming fashion statement. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
White & Warren Fingertip Glove- $39 at www.whiteandwarren.com  
Colorful and cozy, perfect for staying warm post-manicure and also protects the delicate skin on 
your hands from the elements.  

 
FUNCTION 
Tavo Gloves- $39 at www.amazon.com 
These have special pads on the fingertips so you can work a touchscreen without taking them off.  

  
 
Under Armour Gloves-$49.99 at www.SportsAuthority.com  
These have a special panel sewn on in case you need to wipe a runny nose during an outdoor 
run! ColdGear® features a double-sided fabric that wicks moisture from the skin and circulates 
body heat. It accomplishes the impossible by keeping athletes warm without weighing them down 
 

 
 
ALDO Mittens- $15 at Aldo  
Super cozy, and the tight bands around the wrist keep any cold weather from seeping in.  

 
 



FUN 
Stetson Mittens- $109 at www.stetson.com 
If you want to make a mitten statement, these are surely warm, and anything but subtle.  
 
EMU Merimbula Snug- From $86 
A chic alternative to the typical glove. This fuzzy warm snug is perfect for a stroll in the snow or 
carriage ride through Central Park. 
 


